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Dear Partners, 

“READING IS A VACCINE AGAINST IGNORANCE, 

Newsletter - As a Project we have decided to you about our activities and achievements. Tchildren in Dagbon are learning to readand with success; since the start of the Project in 1985 over 40,000 adults have become literate. That is a great achievement and gain, since many of these adults have poor rural communities they come from. Change of Focus - Since last yeaEven though the government of Ghana does provide primary education for children in many communities in the North, the achievement levels of children remain very low. Only about 20% children have learned to read when finishing primary school.do not learn to read; one of them is the lack of quality reading instruction and materials in the language the children best understand, which in thpiloted a program for in-school children, teaching them readi Shikuru Bihi Dagbanli Karim - Wesupport we have been able to expand this pilot in Dagbon, reaching out to 1,250 inprogram ‘Shikuru Bihi Dagbanli Karim’  (School Children Read Dagbanli). We cannot just emphasize how
“Reading is a vaccine against  ignorance, reading mattersWorldreader). And truly it is! With helping these children to learn to read in their mother-tongue they lay the foundation for to further their education and giveimprove upon their lifestyle and that of their communitiesthe vicious cycle of poverty they
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READING IS A VACCINE AGAINST IGNORANCE, READING MATTERS!”

As a Project we have decided to re-introduce our newsletter to YOU about our activities and achievements. Through your faithful support and encouragement learning to read now! For over 30 years LDP has focused its attention on adults the start of the Project in 1985 over 40,000 adults have become literate. That is since many of these adults have become agents of change in the mostly poor rural communities they come from.   ince last year, LDP has shifted its focus from illiterate adults to inEven though the government of Ghana does provide primary education for children in many communities in the North, the achievement levels of children remain very low. Only about 20% children have learned to read when finishing primary school. There are many reasons why the children do not learn to read; one of them is the lack of quality reading instruction and materials in the language en best understand, which in this area of Ghana is Dagbani. Over the past two years, LDP school children, teaching them reading after school which was very succesfulWe are so excited that this year, with your  support we have been able to expand this pilot program to 50 communities 
1,250 in-school children! We call the ‘Shikuru Bihi Dagbanli Karim’  (School Children Read Dagbanli). We cannot just emphasize how important reading is. 

ignorance, reading matters” (David Risher, And truly it is! With helping these children to learn to read tongue they lay the foundation for learning to read English. This will help the children gives them access to a world of information creating the improve upon their lifestyle and that of their communities. It empowers them to finallythey and their families have found themselves in for generations. 
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READING MATTERS!” 

Literacy Class at Zugu       YOU our partners, to inform hrough your faithful support and encouragement many years LDP has focused its attention on adults the start of the Project in 1985 over 40,000 adults have become literate. That is become agents of change in the mostly 
r, LDP has shifted its focus from illiterate adults to in-school children. Even though the government of Ghana does provide primary education for children in many communities in the North, the achievement levels of children remain very low. Only about 20% of the There are many reasons why the children do not learn to read; one of them is the lack of quality reading instruction and materials in the language is Dagbani. Over the past two years, LDP ng after school which was very succesful.  

English. This will help the children creating the opportunity to them to finally break through and their families have found themselves in for generations. 



 

BREAKING THE VICIOUS CYCLE OF 

 

Facilitators’ Training - Last April we trained fifty facilitators to teach the reading classes. Many of these facilitators are products of the adult literacy classes we used to offerpast. They have tasted the joy of  being able to read and are now willing to sacrifice their time and energy to teach the children in their communities. Most of these facilitators are subsistance farmers. Early in the morning they leave for their farms. They return to the villages in the late morning to teach the children upon which they return to their farms till the sun goes down. What a commitment! The project only provides them a small allowance as appreciation for their services. We do work closely together with the Ghana Education Service who has given facilitators the permission in some schools mother tongue based education is part of the educational policy in Ghana.collaboration with GES will intensify in the near future. necessary reading materials. In our next newsletter we hope to give you more information on the actual implementation of the programSustainability – As a Project we depend on donations from individuhave been able to raise sufficientKarim’ in the near future, we are seeking for more support.the Netherlands, USA or Ghana. If you would like to make a donation Reports or Auditor’s Reports please write an email to:   

LDP is a Christian based NGO which seeks to improve upon the educational development in the area of Dagbon (Northern Ghana) 
through addressing the high illiteracy rates and the poor quality of basic education with a special focus on literacy and numeracy.

YCLE OF POVERTY THROUGH PROVIDING THE DAGOMBA WITH ACCESS T
AND A HIGH STANDARD OF BASIC EDUCATION 

April we trained fifty facilitators to teach the reading classes. Many of these are products of the adult literacy classes we used to offer in the joy of  being willing to sacrifice their time and energy to teach the children in their communities. istance farmers. Early in the morning they leave for their farms. in the late upon which they return to their farms till the sun goes down. What a commitment! The project only provides them a small allowance as appreciation We do work closely together with the Ghana Education Service who has given in some schools to teach during school hours rather thbased education is part of the educational policy in Ghana.We hope that the collaboration with GES will intensify in the near future. All the 50 classes havIn our next newsletter we hope to give you more information on the actual program in the respective communities.  As a Project we depend on donations from individual donorshave been able to raise sufficient funds for this year but to sustain the programwe are seeking for more support. Donations can be made through accounts in the Netherlands, USA or Ghana. If you would like to make a donation or read our Strategic Plan, Annual please write an email to: joke_delange@sil.org. 
Thank you for being 

LDP is a Christian based NGO which seeks to improve upon the educational development in the area of Dagbon (Northern Ghana) 
illiteracy rates and the poor quality of basic education with a special focus on literacy and numeracy.

AGOMBA WITH ACCESS TO LITERACY  

sun goes down. What a commitment! The project only provides them a small allowance as appreciation We do work closely together with the Ghana Education Service who has given hours rather than after school as We hope that the classes have been provided with the In our next newsletter we hope to give you more information on the actual 
s and organizations. We program ‘Shikuru Bihi Dagbanli Donations can be made through accounts in or read our Strategic Plan, Annual .  

Thank you for being our Partner  in Literacy & Development,  
 Elihu A. Wumbee (LDP Project Manager) 

Facilitators from Nwodua Zone 

LDP is a Christian based NGO which seeks to improve upon the educational development in the area of Dagbon (Northern Ghana) 
illiteracy rates and the poor quality of basic education with a special focus on literacy and numeracy. 


